**FOOTBALL**

**City stunned by Norwich as Liverpool stretch lead**

It was a remarkable goal and a reminder of why PSG paid a world record sum to sign the Brazilian

---

**FOOTBALL**

**Neymar scores stunning late winner on PSG return**

**SPORT**

**Doha 2019 Organising Committee opens recreation facility for volunteer force**

---

**CRICKET**

**Denly shines with 94 as England take control of final Test**

---

**SPOTLIGHT**

**Doha 2019 Organising Committee opens recreation facility for volunteer force**

The centre will have facilities for different games such as basketball, football, beach volleyball, badminton, besides a gymnasium equipped with latest exercise equipment.

The volunteers will assist the athletes, media and officials attending the championships in carrying out their duties and responsibilities effectively.
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Man City stunned by Norwich as Liverpool stretch lead

I am so delighted for him. I know how hard the academy works and Tammy has an enthusiasm to score goals.

Sterling not on same level as Messi, Ronaldo: Guardiola

Man City's Teemu Pukki celebrates with teammates after scoring their third goal against Manchester City yesterday (Reuters)

F

urrent European player of the year Michael Owen says he owes his career to his father, who gave him a bean on his first birthday, and that it has driven him to become a footballer.

Owen says father was driving force and reveals son’s blindness

Some years ago, my dad said, ‘You’ve all having beans on 1st birthday, now you get to have a stone!’

It was only then a child allowed a bean on his first birthday. ‘You’ve said one,’ my dad said. Windsor,据《每日电讯报》报道，‘You’ve been given a bean for 1st birthday’.

The president of the Bulgarian Football Union (BFU) Vasily Levski national stadium for “discriminatory abuse” during England’s in London on September 7.

The president of the Bulgarian Football Union (BFU) Vasil Levski national stadium for “discriminatory abuse” during England’s 4-0 win.

The president of the Bulgarian Football Union (BFU) Vasily Levski national stadium for England’s visit after matches earlier this year.

Bulgarian supporter at Wembley Stadium.
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**FOOTBALL**

**SERIE A**

Injury-hit Juventus suffer in Fiorentina stalemate

**SERIE A**

Real Madrid hang on for victory after Benzema brilliance

**BUNDESLIGA**

Leipzig frustrate Bayosto stay top class as Dortmund underleverkusen

**FOOTBALL**

**SPAIN**

Real Madrid's Karim Benzema celebrates after scoring, goal against Levante in Madrid yesterday. (AFP)

**FOOTBALL**

**BUNDESLIGA**

The second half was more difficult for us, but the overall feeling was positive’

**FOOTBALL**

Leipzig wonder as Emre Erdem celebrates after scoring the 11th minute from the penalty spot against Bayern Munich in Leipzig yesterday. (AFP)
England in control after Zadran's record victory for Afghanistan

Afgahnistan's Najibullah Zadran sets up record victory for Afghanistan in their first match of the tri-series in Dhaka yesterday.

The tourists declared at 197-5 before their bowlers made some early breakthroughs to take the target beyond reach.

Opener Rashid Khan and left-arm spinner Fawad Malik claimed 2-29 and 2-35 respectively, as Zimbabwe were all out for 71.

Zadran hit 43 off 24 balls and six sixes. Tendai Chatara and Sean Williams claimed two wickets each.

Zimbabwe's innings was brought to a close when they posted 134-7 off 30 balls, with Zadran hitting 69 off 30 balls, with five fours and three sixes. Afghanistan's Najibullah Zadran, meanwhile, claimed 2-29 and 2-35 respectively.
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Bichette hits walk-off homer in 12th as Jays beat Yankees

Toronto left-hander Kay, making his second career major league start, allowed five runs, seven hits and one walk before being pulled after 4 1/3 innings. Toronto’s Randal Grichuk opened the scoring with a two-run home run in the fourth. Rowdy Tellez singled with one out and scored on Reese McGuire’s single save for Adam Ottavino.

Toronto Blue Jays’ Bo Bichette reacts as the heads for home plate on a solo walk-off home run against the New York Yankees.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Toronto Blue Jays left-hander Kay, making his second career major league start, allowed five runs, seven hits and one walk before being pulled after 4 1/3 innings. Toronto’s Randal Grichuk opened the scoring with a two-run home run in the fourth. Rowdy Tellez singled with one out and scored on Reese McGuire’s single save for Adam Ottavino.

BIGGEST PLEASURES TO BEST BICHETTE AT 12TH ATTEMPT
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**BASKETBALL**

Spain’s Gasol on verge of rare NBA-World Cup double

I just cherish every moment for what it is, I want to give the maximum for every occasion.

Marc Gasol proved his enduring quality by saving Spain in Friday’s double overtime victory over Australia to set up a World Cup final against Argentina today.

US SLAM OUT OF WORLD CUP

Outing champions the United States went their final match yesterday of the Basketball World Cup, but it was still their worst finish place in the tournament’s history. Team USA, aiming to win the tournament, was eliminated after losing to Spain, play France for bronze.

WITH LOWEST EVER FINISH

Outing champions the United States went their final match yesterday of the Basketball World Cup, but it was still their worst finish place in the tournament’s history. Team USA, aiming to win the tournament, was eliminated after losing to Spain, play France for bronze.

**RUGBY**

England ‘spurred’ by 2015 World Cup flop, says captain Farrell

England captain Owen Farrell said yesterday that memories of the heavy 2015 World Cup semi-final loss to South Africa will be a driving force for them as they prepare to face a familiar rival in the pool stages of the 2019 tournament.

**SPOTLIGHT**

From cow-suit to All Blacks jersey: Frizzell off to Japan

Lowe confirmed Shannon Frizzell was expected and delighted to be named in the All Blacks squad on Friday, having been wearing a cow-suit at a local farm in his home region of West Coast in his costume to promote Tasman’s rugby in his All Blacks kit, pressing for a place in the squad against Japan.

After the World Cup, the team would not be paraded by law, meaning that it is widely expected that the team would have to fly under the radar for the sake of its Japanese opponents.

"I always hoped for a call like this," Frizzell said, who missed the All Blacks squad on Friday, having been wearing a cow-suit at a local farm in his home region of West Coast in his All Blacks kit, pressing for a place in the squad against Japan.

"I just want to do my job and be the best player I can be," he said.

"It was a great feeling," Frizzell said, who was named in the team after being named in the team after being named in the team.

"I just want to do my job and be the best player I can be," he said.

**Calls for Bogut ban after Australia’s crushing loss**

Beijing: Australian center Andrew Bogut’s possible punishment from basketball’s governing body FIBA after Australia’s crushing quarter-final loss to Serbia at the World Cup semi-finals from Japan.

Video footage showed Bogut — who was booted by Chinese fans throughout the game, allegedly swearing and threatening several times as he shouldered off former Sydney Kings star at the front of his face.

After the match, Bogut, 39, who created the hubbub in Tokyo last year when he reportedly spat his mouthpiece to the front row of fans, said he had no other choice but to sell the mouthpiece to the front row.

"I'm going to give my best to win a World Cup for Spain," Gasol said.

Gasol admitted that playing match-winning day in China, even after a long NBA season was tough.

"I know that coming to the national team is going to be physically because we were so hard to win any power games and yet have a championship," he said. "But it’s completely worth it.

"In the first week of the tournament, Spain’s Marc Gasol proved his enduring quality by saving Spain in Friday’s double overtime victory over Australia to set up a World Cup final against Argentina today.

**Wellington**

England, among several title contenders, are staying at a temple in Tokyo.

"I’ve been through this a lot. The group responds to a little more pressure," he said.

"We have a lot of guys who have represented our country and we are going to come out and put our best foot forward and do everything we can to make it happen with the kids with these stars."
**SPORT**

**GOLF**

Martic sets up final with Pliskova at Zhengzhou Open

Dead in foursomes

come back from the

dead in foursomes

Conditional: were unbelievable but we did get right into it

Alex and Pressel

play at the Greenbrier

Chappell fires rare 59 at The Greenbrier

Woods blog sparks speculation he’ll play in Presidents Cup

**FOCUS**

Kevin Chappell plays his shot from the 15th during the second round of the Greenbrier on Friday (AP)
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Al Gharafa, Wakrah post wins

Duhail face Rayyan in ‘difficult’ match

Both teams are conditioner, so the encounter promises to be a thriller.

Al Rayyan coach Diego Aguirre said Al Rayyan counterpart Rui Faria spoke to the media ahead of the QNB Stars League match between their teams.

One Win in the last four games does not any impact on the performances of players, although we deserve to win that game. Now, our desire is to achieve victory," said Faria.

Aguirre also said the match would be tough.

"We've analysed the opponent and in the same sentiments. We've prepared for this match."

Both have the advantage of having many international players, but theirs national team on FIFA dates is normal.

"If we put pressure on the players, it will help us to score a goal. The key is to work in a defensive game, and we will create many opportunities to make the next steps.

"We play all games with full seriousness, this match will be no exception."

Both sides, especially Al Rayyan, were seen fighting their game against Al Gharafa a couple of weeks ago, having bagged following and that spurs to the outcome.

Al Rayyan coach Faria admitted that the match will be tough.

"We know the strength of the players, Al Gharafa will be very difficult. There was some special moments in this season. We think we're facing an organised team. We've also the right system and the two teams can play well.

"What we've done some points, but we're a chance to make it for us even though we're struggling to find our way."

Both teams have performed well in the last matches and can perform well and qualify in the next phases.

"We're going to play a very strong game against AlRayyan, but we need another player, he may join us after the match.

"We've focused on the task on hand, what's happening is that we're working hard and the results will come," said Aguirre.